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New Issue: Legacy Capital Co. LLC

Standard, callable, puttable, and callable/puttable asset-backed commercial
paper

(Editor's Note: This article, originally published Nov. 18, 2020, was republished to reflect the sponsor changing the issuing and

paying agent to The Bank of New York Mellon. An updated version follows.)

Ratings Detail

Rating Actions

Legacy Capital Co. LLC

Ratings assigned Rating

Callable commercial paper A-1 (sf)

Puttable commercial paper A-1 (sf)

Callable/puttable commercial paper A-1 (sf)

Rating Confirmed

Standard commercial paper A-1 (sf)

Notes: The asset-backed commercial paper (ABCP) listed above can be issued at a a discount or interest-bearing basis at either a fixed or floating

rate. For floating-rate ABCP, fallback provisions are applicable referencing alternate base rates, such as Secured Overnight Financing Rate (SOFR)

or any other base rate with reset periods as specified in the transaction supplements. The ABCP is denominated in U.S. dollars.

Rationale

The 'A-1 (sf)' ratings assigned to the U.S. dollar-denominated callable, puttable, and callable/puttable asset-backed

commercial paper (ABCP) issued by Legacy Capital Co. LLC are primarily based on:

• The full credit and liquidity support provided by liquidity agreements.

• Support providers rated 'A-1' or higher that provide liquidity or indemnification support for any hedging shortfalls.

• Structural protections to ensure the bankruptcy-remote structure of Legacy Capital Co. LLC (Legacy).

• The experience and ability of Guggenheim Treasury Services LLC as program administrator to carry out day-to-day

operational services to Legacy, such as add new sellers and monitor seller performance, administer and monitor the

maturity of ABCP, and draw on liquidity and credit facilities to repay ABCP on a timely basis.
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Program Structure

Key features

Legacy was established to issue U.S. dollar-denominated ABCP that can be issued at a discount or bear interest at a

fixed or floating rate. The maturity date on the U.S. ABCP is not greater than 397 days.

Legacy issues standard ABCP, which is currently rated by S&P Global Ratings. The program is being amended to issue

callable, puttable, and callable/puttable ABCP notes, all of which will be fully supported by liquidity providers rated at

least 'A-1', determined at the time of each new seller transaction.

For the callable U.S. ABCP, Legacy has the option to pay ABCP in whole prior to its maturity date. For the puttable

ABCP, the holder has the option to require Legacy to pay ABCP in whole or in part prior to its maturity date. For

callable/puttable ABCP, Legacy has the option to pay, and the holder has the option to require Legacy to pay ABCP

prior to its maturity date. The pricing supplements will specify the option priority if both the call and put options are

exercised. Principal and interest or discount (as applicable) will accrue up to the call or put date only.
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Program Overview

Program Details

Program name Legacy Capital Co. LLC

Conduit type Multi-seller

Sponsor Guggenheim Treasury Services LLC

Administrator Guggenheim Treasury Services LLC

Maximum program limit (bil. $) N/A

Reported programwide credit enhancement N/A--fully supported

Support type Full

Review type/status Template assisted

Preference risk Covered by liquidity agreement

Rating-dependent participants

Liquidity providers Counterparties rated 'A-1' or higher

Support provider Liquidity providers (for hedging shortfalls)

Nonrating-dependent participants

Issuer Legacy Capital Co. LLC

Issuing and paying agent The Bank of New York Mellon (BNYM)

Bank account provider BNYM

Administrator/sponsor Guggenheim Treasury Services LLC

Counterparty/Credit Quality

Liquidity support

Counterparties rated at least 'A-1' or higher can provide liquidity and credit support to Legacy. Liquidity funds the face

amount of the ABCP notes, including any hedging shortfalls and breakage costs. Assets funded in Legacy typically

include asset-backed pools and asset backed securities, which limit the risk of liabilities stemming from operating

assets.

Credit support

All transactions in Legacy are fully supported by a liquidity agreement covering all related credit risk.

Interest rate protection

Legacy has the ability to issue floating-rate ABCP. Any increase in the floating rate due on the ABCP is covered by the

liquidity providers.

Foreign exchange hedging

Liquidity providers will implement a hedging strategy on behalf of Legacy for any mismatch between assets and ABCP

currency. Any foreign exchange shortfall risks, including any breakage costs, are fully covered by liquidity providers.

Assets and liquidity are generally expected to be in the same currency.
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Liquidity outs

The liquidity providers' out to funding include the bankruptcy of Legacy, which is intended to be bankruptcy-remote.

Legal

Legacy is a limited liability company (LLC) organized in Delaware according to its formation documents. Guggenheim

Treasury Services LLC, a Delaware organized company, is the administrator of the program. Legacy, under the LLC

Agreement, is owned 100% by Liberty Hampshire Co. LLC, while GSS Holding II owns 0% interest. Nonconsolidation

opinions were reviewed to address the substantive consolidation risk that the bankruptcy of Liberty Hampshire, as

parent, would have on Legacy.

Clawback/preference risk

ABCP investors are insulated from legal risks associated with a seller or originator bankruptcy. This is accomplished by

liquidity provider funding for all preference payments through each liquidity agreement.

Cash Flow And Payment Structure

Liability issuance tests

ABCP issuances are restricted unless the following conditions have been satisfied:

• Legacy has liquidity commitments that are sufficient to fund the face amount of ABCP notes prior to or at maturity,

any hedging obligations including breakage, and any interest payments when due.

• Nonexistence of any "no issuance events" (as discussed below).

No issuance events

Legacy will instruct The Bank of New York Mellon (BNYM) to cease issuance any ABCP notes if the following events

exist:

• Breach of reps and warranties by Legacy and Guggenheim under the administration agreement.

• The issuing and paying agency agreement is no longer in effect.

• Legacy is in violation of liquidity management provisions or covenants, which include: (1) Have sufficient liquidity

to cover the face amount of notes, interest, and hedging obligations (including breakage); (2) draw down on liquidity

one day prior to liquidity expiration; (3) ensure any advances to the sellers do not exceed the available liquidity

amount; (4) for any liquidity that is nondollar denominated, there is a hedge with a counterparty rated at least 'A-1'

to cover the face amount of notes, interest, and hedging obligations (including breakage).

• Termination of the administrator (Guggenheim) unless a successor administrator has agreed to perform the

administrative obligations.

• Resignation of BNYM as issuing and paying agent without a successor.

• Legacy is bankrupt.
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Priority of payments

If Legacy has sufficient funds to pay all principal and interest on ABCP and hedging obligations, it shall pay all such

amounts due and payable; otherwise, funds will be distributed as follows:

• Pay principal and interest on ABCP notes and hedging obligations on a pro rata basis;

• Pay all reasonable costs and expenses of the administrator and issuing and paying agent;

• Pay all remaining fees and expenses; and

• The balance, if any, after all of the above amounts have been paid in full, shall be remitted to Legacy.

Operational Risk

Review status

Review for Legacy qualifies as template-assisted under our criteria.

Administrator review

The program administrator's experience and past performance are factors in the ratings process. S&P Global Ratings

conducts administrator business reviews to evaluate Guggenheim's ability to carry out responsibilities under the

program documents, such as:

• Manage the day-to-day operations of Legacy in accordance with its administrative agreement;

• Maintain Legacy's books and records;

• Monitor liquidity commitments, note maturity, usage, and availability under the liquidity agreements;

• Issue ABCP notes in accordance with program documents; and

• Calculate insufficiencies, if any, to pay ABCP at maturity.

Based on the outcome of the reviews and ongoing communications with Guggenheim, we are satisfied that

Guggenheim is capable of carrying out its responsibilities under its program documents.

Surveillance

The ratings of all support providers in Legacy are rated 'A-1' or higher. S&P Global Ratings monitors the ratings of all

support providers on a daily basis.
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Related Criteria

• Criteria | Structured Finance | General: Counterparty Risk Framework: Methodology And Assumptions, March 8,

2019

• Legal Criteria: Structured Finance: Asset Isolation And Special-Purpose Entity Methodology, March 29, 2017

• Criteria | Structured Finance | ABCP: Global Methodology For Analyzing Liquidity Funding Outs And Limitations

In ABCP Transactions, Oct. 27, 2014

• Criteria | Structured Finance | General: Global Framework For Assessing Operational Risk In Structured Finance

Transactions, Oct. 9, 2014

• General Criteria: Methodology Applied To Bank Branch-Supported Transactions, Oct. 14, 2013

• Criteria | Structured Finance | ABCP: Global Methodology And Assumptions For Calculating Programwide Credit

Enhancement In Multiseller ABCP Conduits, Feb. 14, 2013

• General Criteria: Global Investment Criteria For Temporary Investments In Transaction Accounts, May 31, 2012

• Criteria | Structured Finance | ABCP: Asset-Backed Commercial Paper Issued By Multiseller Conduits:

Classification And Timing Of Reviews For New-Seller Transactions, April 18, 2011

• General Criteria: Principles Of Credit Ratings, Feb. 16, 2011

• Criteria | Structured Finance | ABCP: S&P Global Ratings' Analysis Of ABCP Ratings Following Changes To

Ratings On Support Providers, Dec. 18, 2008

• Criteria | Structured Finance | ABCP: Global Asset-Backed Commercial Paper Criteria, Sept. 29, 2005

Related Research

• Inside Global ABCP: Issuance Growth Tempered As Economic Recovery Takes Shape, Oct. 8, 2020

• Credit Conditions North America: Potholes On The Road To Recovery, Sept. 29, 2020

• Global Structured Finance Outlook 2020: Another $1 Trillion-Plus Year On Tap, Jan. 6, 2020

• Global Structured Finance Scenario and Sensitivity Analysis: The Effects Of The Top Five Macroeconomic Factors,

Dec. 16, 2016

• Standard & Poor’s Clarifies Its Approach To Requests for Rating Agency Confirmations On Global Structured

Finance Transactions, May 18, 2012

• Assessing Credit Quality By The Weakest Link, Feb. 13, 2012

• Standard & Poor's Requests Transaction Performance Metrics From Sponsors Or Administrators Of Global ABCP

Conduits, Jan. 12, 2012
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S&P may receive compensation for its ratings and certain credit-related analyses, normally from issuers or underwriters of securities or from

obligors. S&P reserves the right to disseminate its opinions and analyses. S&P's public ratings and analyses are made available on its Web sites,

www.spglobal.com/ratings (free of charge), and www.ratingsdirect.com (subscription), and may be distributed through other means, including via

S&P publications and third-party redistributors. Additional information about our ratings fees is available at www.spglobal.com/usratingsfees.

S&P keeps certain activities of its business units separate from each other in order to preserve the independence and objectivity of their respective

activities. As a result, certain business units of S&P may have information that is not available to other S&P business units. S&P has established

policies and procedures to maintain the confidentiality of certain non-public information received in connection with each analytical process.

Credit-related and other analyses, including ratings, and statements in the Content are statements of opinion as of the date they are expressed and

not statements of fact. S&P's opinions, analyses and rating acknowledgment decisions (described below) are not recommendations to purchase,

hold, or sell any securities or to make any investment decisions, and do not address the suitability of any security. S&P assumes no obligation to

update the Content following publication in any form or format. The Content should not be relied on and is not a substitute for the skill, judgment

and experience of the user, its management, employees, advisors and/or clients when making investment and other business decisions. S&P does

not act as a fiduciary or an investment advisor except where registered as such. While S&P has obtained information from sources it believes to be

reliable, S&P does not perform an audit and undertakes no duty of due diligence or independent verification of any information it receives. Rating-

related publications may be published for a variety of reasons that are not necessarily dependent on action by rating committees, including, but not

limited to, the publication of a periodic update on a credit rating and related analyses.

To the extent that regulatory authorities allow a rating agency to acknowledge in one jurisdiction a rating issued in another jurisdiction for certain

regulatory purposes, S&P reserves the right to assign, withdraw or suspend such acknowledgment at any time and in its sole discretion. S&P Parties

disclaim any duty whatsoever arising out of the assignment, withdrawal or suspension of an acknowledgment as well as any liability for any damage

alleged to have been suffered on account thereof.

Copyright © 2022 Standard & Poor's Financial Services LLC. All rights reserved.
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agents (collectively S&P Parties) do not guarantee the accuracy, completeness, timeliness or availability of the Content. S&P Parties are not

responsible for any errors or omissions (negligent or otherwise), regardless of the cause, for the results obtained from the use of the Content, or for

the security or maintenance of any data input by the user. The Content is provided on an “as is” basis. S&P PARTIES DISCLAIM ANY AND ALL

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE, FREEDOM FROM BUGS, SOFTWARE ERRORS OR DEFECTS, THAT THE CONTENT'S FUNCTIONING

WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED OR THAT THE CONTENT WILL OPERATE WITH ANY SOFTWARE OR HARDWARE CONFIGURATION. In no

event shall S&P Parties be liable to any party for any direct, indirect, incidental, exemplary, compensatory, punitive, special or consequential

damages, costs, expenses, legal fees, or losses (including, without limitation, lost income or lost profits and opportunity costs or losses caused by

negligence) in connection with any use of the Content even if advised of the possibility of such damages.
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